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Abstract—In this work we propose a method for localizing
text regions within scene images consisting of two major stages.
In the first stage, a set of potential text regions is extracted
from the input image using residual operators (such as ultimate
attribute opening and closing). In the second stage a set of
features is obtained from each potential text region and this
feature set will be later used as an input to a decision tree
classifier in order to label these regions as text or non-text
regions. Experiments performed using images from ICDAR
public dataset show that this method is a good alternative for
problems involving text location in scene images.
Keywords-scene-text localization, connected component approach, text information extraction, residual operator.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The growing availability of online digital media has
spurred interest in studies on how to index them automatically and then how to efficiently browse, search and
manipulate such information. Owing to this fact, it has
been observed in recent years an increasing effort to create mechanisms for content-based digital media indexing.
However, on one hand, low level descriptors (such as,
interest points or texture features) used for indexing are
not sufficient for dealing with large and generic amounts
of data. On the other hand, texts present within scenes are
usually associated to digital media semantic contexts and
may constitute important index content-based descriptors.
Based on these considerations, several algorithms for
text information extraction (TIE) from scene images and
videos have been proposed in the literature for general
purposes (such as, text extraction from urban scenes [1]
and content-based image and video indexing [2]) and also
for specific purposes (such as, vehicle license plate number
extraction [3] and postcard address extraction [4]). In spite
of such studies, it is not an easy task to design a generalpurpose TIE system [5] for scene digital media, since texts
present within these type of media (scenes) are considered as
an integrating part of the scene and their presence are usually
accidental and non-intentional. Thus, text occurrences in
scene digital media can be significantly different from one
another with respect to slopes, sizes, font styles, illumination
and also they can be partially occluded. In Fig. 1, we show
some examples of images that belong to this category.

Figure 1.

Scene images taken from ICDAR database [6].

Despite the TIE problem classification given in [5], there
is a certain confusion between text detection and localization
concepts, since many authors use both terms to indicate
the problem whose main objective is to locate text regions
within an input image. Our work focuses on text localization
problems which can be divided into two categories based on
the method used for solving them: texture-based [7], [8] and
region-based [9], [10], [11], [12], [13] methods.
Texture-based methods [7], [8] assume that characters
within a text region have texture attributes which are different from their background making them possible to be
discriminated. Techniques such as Gabor filter, wavelets, fast
Fourier transform can be used to extract texture attributes
from potential text regions in order to classify them.
Region-based methods [9], [10], [11], [12], [13] can still
be divided into two approaches: edge-based [9], [10], [13]
and connected component (CC)-based [11], [12] methods.
Edge-based methods work in a top-down fashion by emphasizing high contrast between texts and their background
in order to identify regions and classify them into text or
non-text regions. CC-based methods work in a bottom-up
fashion by identifying and combining sub-structures such as
CCs and classify them into text or non-text regions. In fact,
for the latter approach, it is common to use morphological
filters to identify text region candidates [9], [10], [11],
[12], [13] and then applying heuristics [9], [10], [12] or
classifiers [11], [13], [14] to label them as text or non-text
regions. In fact, recently, it has been proposed a regionbased method to label regions, extracted from scene images

by morphological filters (opening and closing top-hats), into
text or non-text region by using a decision tree classifier [13].
Experimental results presented in this work have shown a
better performance than Wu’s work [9].
With the previous considerations in mind, the main objective of this paper is to provide an improvement of the regionbased method published in [13] by performing the following
steps: (i) use ultimate attribute openings and closings (as
in [11]) to identify CCs corresponding to potential characters; (ii) combine some of these CCs in order to obtain a set
of text region candidates; (iii) select a subset of text region
candidates in order to form a set of potential text regions;
(iv) extract a set of textual attributes from these potential
text regions; (v) and finally, apply a decision tree classifier
in order to label them as text or non-text regions. Steps from
(i) to (iii) are different from work [13]. Steps from (ii) to
(v) are different from work [11].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we give a brief description of ultimate attribute
opening (and closing). The proposed method is presented
in Section III and some experimental results are provided
in Section IV. Finally, we conclude this work in Section V
with some future perspective for this research.
II. U LTIMATE ATTRIBUTE O PENING
The ultimate attribute opening can be seen as a nonparametric method based on numerical residues [15] obtained by morphological operators. One application of this
method is to extract CCs with no prior information about
their sizes [11]. The organization of this section is the
following: Section II-A presents an overview of ultimate
opening; Section II-B gives a brief recall of attribute opening; and, finally, Section II-C, using the previous concepts,
presents the definition of the ultimate attribute opening.

ultimate closing ρ that provides Rρ (f ) and qρ (f ).) With
this definition in mind, we can conclude that one objective
of the ultimate opening is to highlight patterns with higher
contrast.
B. Attribute Opening
A binary attribute opening of a binary image X ⊂ Z2
consists of an opening by reconstruction associated to an
increasing criterion κ (such as area, width, height, etc.)
applied to each CC of X [16] in order to keep or to reject
it into the output image. For gray-level images, the attribute
opening γκ can be defined as
[γκ (f )](x) = max{h : x ∈ Γκ (Th (f ))},
where Th (f ) is the binary image obtained by thresholding f
at level h and Γκ is a binary attribute opening using criterion
κ.
C. Ultimate Attribute Opening
In the ultimate opening definition, it is possible to use attribute openings to build the set of openings with increasing
size. In this case, this operator is called ultimate attribute
opening. The chosen attribute for our application was the
height of the CC, defined as the maximum difference of
vertical coordinate among pixels belonging to that CC.
In this work, we use the efficient implementation of
ultimate attribute opening proposed in [17] and the height
criterion to extract a set of CCs from the input image.
Fig. 2 presents an example of the application of the ultimate
attribute opening.

A. Ultimate Opening
The ultimate opening θ (and the ultimate closing ρ, by
duality) is a residual operator [15] which successively (i) applies openings γi (f ) with increasing structuring elements
(SEs) of size i, i = 1, . . . , n; (ii) computes the residues ri
obtained by the difference of two successive openings γi and
γi+1 (that is, ri = γi − γi+1 ); and finally (iii) calculates
the supremum residue. More formally, given an input image
f , the ultimate opening θ provides two types of information
stored in two images:

(a) Input image f

(c) qθ (f )

Rθ (f ) = sup {ri (f ) : ri (f ) = γi (f ) − γi+1 (f )},
0<i<n

Figure 2.

(b) Rθ (f )

Example of the application of the ultimate attribute opening.

[qθ (f )](x) = max {i : [ri (f )](x) ≥ [Rθ (f )](x)
0<i<n

and [ri (f )](x) > 0}.
That is, for each pixel x, [Rθ (f )](x) gives the maximal
residue, while [qθ (f )](x) gives the size of the opening
that leads this residue. (By duality, we can define the

III. P ROPOSED M ETHOD
The proposed method consists of two major stages (see
Fig. 3) which comprise potential text regions extraction and
labeling these regions into text or non-text regions by using a

decision tree classifier. In the first stage (see Section III-A),
a set of potential text regions is extracted from the input
image using morphological filters and it is briefly comprised
by the following steps: (i) use ultimate attribute openings
and closings to identify CCs corresponding to potential
characters; (ii) combine some of these CCs in order to
obtain a set of text region candidates; (iii) select a subset
of text region candidates in order to form a set of potential
text regions.
The second stage (see Section III-B) of the method
consists of (iv) obtaining a set of features from the potential
text regions that will be later used as an input to a decision
tree classifier in order to (v) label them as text or non-text
regions.
This work, as well as others [9], [10], [11], [13], [14],
assumes that text regions consist of at least three characters,
and also assumes as true some hypotheses that take account
the contrast between text regions and their background and
the geometric regularity of font character within text regions.
Such hypotheses (called here as text region hypotheses) are
classified as following:
1) Contrast
a) There is a contrast between characters of text
region and its background.
b) Text gray levels within the same region are
similar.
2) Font Geometry
a) Characters within the same region
• have similar heights and widths.
• are aligned along a line.
• have similar distances between any two adjacent characters.
A. First Stage: Potential Text Regions Extraction
The extraction procedure for potential text regions from
the input image is illustrated in the flow chart presented in
Fig. 4.
The extraction procedure of potential text regions can be
divided into 8 steps. Just to make the first stage procedure
clearer, we should remark that Steps from 1 to 4 correspond
to text region candidates extraction, while Steps from 5 to
8 correspond to potential text regions extraction.
Step 1: If the input f is a color image, then it is
converted into a gray scale image using the the luminance
Y component of YIQ color model [18]:
f (x) = b0.299 · fr (x) + 0.587 · fg (x) + 0.114 · fb (x)c,
where fr , fb , fg are the three RGB components of the input
image f . The choice for this model is because the luminance
component Y provides more contrast information than the
intensity component I from HSI color model. This is very
important in our method, since our approach depends on the
contrast between text characters and their background.
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Figure 3. Overview of the proposed method. First stage: potential text
regions extraction. (a) Image F obtained at the end of Step 4; (b) Image
Fs obtained at the end of Step 6; (c) Set ζ obtained at the end of Step
8; (d) and (e) Second stage: classification of potential regions into text or
non-text regions.

Step 2: Then, the ultimate attribute opening and closing
are applied to the image f , using criteria of height (in this
case 1/3 of height f ), producing four output images Rθ , qθ ,
Rρ and qρ , respectively.
Step 3: Then, the thresholdings τ (Rθ ) and τ (Rρ ) are
computed. For a given image g, the thresholding τ (g) is
based on toggle mapping operator [19] and is computed in
the following way:

1,









0,
[τ (g)](x) =









α,

if [δB (g)](x) − [εB (g)](x) ≥ α and
g(x) − [εB (g)](x) ≤ [δB (g)](x) − g(x)
if [δB (g)](x) − [εB (g)](x) ≥ α and
g(x) − [εB (g)](x) > [δB (g)](x) − g(x)
otherwise,

where δB and εB are dilation and erosion operators [19] by
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Figure 4. A simple flow chart showing our procedure for extraction of
potential text regions (first stage).

the 3 × 3 square SE centered at the origin, respectively; and

if TOtsu (g) > 10
 [TOtsu (g)](x),
α=

[T10 (g)](x),
otherwise,
where TOtsu is the threshold obtained by Otsu’s method [20]
and T10 is the threshold at a fixed level 10.
Step 4: Then, in order to eliminate small CCs that have
been come from noises within the input image f , an areaopening (attribute opening) is applied to the images τ (Rθ )
and τ (Rρ ), obtaining the images Fo and Fc , respectively.
After that, by taking the union between Fo and Fc , we obtain
the binary image F = Fo ∪ Fc . The binary image F (see
Fig. 3a for an example) may contain CCs corresponding to
characters extracted from zones with some level of contrast.

These CCs will be latter used to build the text region
candidates.
Step 5: Now, we form regions by applying dilations by
radial lines [19] to the binary image F obtaining a binary
image FR containing text region candidates.
Step 6: Heuristics based on the region rectangularity are
highly employed in text localization problems to eliminate
CCs that are considered impossible to be within text regions [9], [10], [13]. Thus, after forming text region candidates within the image FR , it is applied an attribute opening
to FR using the criterion κ based on the rectangularity of
the CCs in order to eliminate small and large CCs which
do not have rectangular shape. The κ criterion is defined for
each CC R belonging to FR in the following way:
κ(R) =

max{WR , HR }
|R|
> 0.2 and
> 1.5,
WR · HR
min{WR , HR }

where |R| denotes the area of the CC R; WR and HR are the
width and height of R, respectively. In this way, the image
Fs is obtained by the application of this binary attribute
opening, that is, Fs = Γκ (FR ). Thus, Fs contains text region
candidates of the input image f .
Step 7: Then, the image Fs is decomposed into n CCs,
that is, Λ(Fs ) = {R1 , R2 , ..., Rn }, and each element R ∈
Λ(Fs ) corresponds to a text region candidate.
Step 8: At this time, some regions in Λ(Fs ) may be
small fragments of a larger region. Thus, we will perform a
geometric analysis to merge some regions which may belong
to the same text region. For this step, consider initially that
ζ ← {{Ri } : Ri ∈ Λ(Fs )}. Given an element R ∈ ζ, let
ωR be the angle of R along its longest axis computed from
the moment-based orientation estimation [18]. In addition,
let Rω denote the rotated version of R by the angle ωR
along its longest axis [18].
Two subsets R, S ∈ ζ belong to the same text region,
if their orientations, heights, placements and alignments are
very similar [9], [13]. So, if R and S belong to the same text
region, the both criteria described below must be satisfied.
1) The orientations of R and S must be similar:
dorientation (R, S)

=

min {|ωR − ωS |,
|ωR − ωS + 360|,
|ωR − ωS | − 360} < 15.

This criterion comes from [9].
2) The heights of R and S must be similar:
dheight (R, S) = |HRω − HS ω | < min {HRω , HS ω } ,
where HRω and HS ω are the heights of the rotated
components Rω and S ω , respectively. This criterion
was inspired from the work [11].

3) The centroids of R and S must be similar and aligned
along a line:
dcentroid (R, S)

= kCen(R) − Cen(S)k2
< max {WRω , WS ω } ,

where Cen(Q) is the position of the centroid of the
component Q and WQω is the width of the rotated
component Qω . This criterion was inspired from the
work [9].
4) Let LQ be the longest axis of Q obtained by the
equation y(Q) = mQ · x + bQ . Then, the distance
between the axes LR and LS of R and S, respectively,
can be defined as:
dlinearity (R, S)

=
+

|yCenS − mR · xCenS − bR |
p
2 1 + m2R
|yCenR − mS · xCenR − bS |
p
,
2 1 + m2S

where xCenQ and yCenQ are the coordinates of
the centroid CenQ . This criterion requires that
dlinearity (R, S) < min{HRω , HS ω }. This criterion was
inspired from the work [9].
Based on these four criteria, it is possible to decide
whether R and S will be merged or not, that is, if R0 ←
R ∪ S will be placed into ζ and, at the same time, R and S
will be removed from ζ. At the end of Step 8, set ζ contains
all the potential text regions (see Fig. 3c for an example).
B. Second Stage: Labeling Regions into Text or Non-Text
Regions
After building the set ζ that contains all potential text
regions, the next step consists of using a decision tree
classifier to discriminate whether a given element R ∈ ζ is a
text or a non-text region. Most ideas presented in this section
have been inspired from works [9], [10], [13]. Differently
from [9], [10], our work has distinct bounds or inequalities.
1) Feature Extraction: In the following, we will describe
how to obtain the features set from R ∈ ζ that will be
later used for classification. Given an element R ∈ ζ and its
rotated version Rω , the x-projection technique [9] projects
onto a line all pixels within the region Rω , column by
column. (see Fig. 5 for an example).
If η(Rω ) is the vector that stores the x-projection of Rω ,
the deepest valleys of η(Rω ) provide an important information about the segmented elements (which will simply call
from this moment on by characters) within Rω and they
can be detected by a simple threshold.
Here, we should remark that the number of CCs inside
Rω may be different from the number of characters. For a
simple example, just consider the letters ‘i’ or ‘j’: although
there are 2 (two) CCs, the x-projection will provide just 1
(one) character.

Figure 5. Example of the application of x-projection (bottom) to a potential
text region (top). The Yellow and green lines indicate, respectively, the
beginning and the end of a character segmentation.

Given an element R ∈ ζ, let WRω and HRω be,
respectively, the average width and height of all characters
(just a reminder, elements extracted from the x-projection
technique) C ∈ Rω . Then the width and height variances
are, respectively,
2
σW,R
ω

=

2
σH,R
ω

=

X
1
·
(WC − WRω )2 ,
NC
ω
C∈R
X
1
·
(HC − HRω )2 ,
NC
ω

(1)
(2)

C∈R

where NC is the number of characters in Rω .
Now, consider that all characters within Rω form a line
satisfying the linear equation y = mRω · x + bRω , where
the coefficients mRω and bRω can be obtained from linear
regression [21]. Thus, a way for measuring the linearity of
all characters of Rω can be defined as
Lin(Rω ) =

X |yC − mRω · xC + bRω |
1
p
.
·
NC
(mRω )2 + 1
C∈Rω

(3)

Now, let us consider the gray levels of all characters of
Rω . Let µ be the average gray level of all characters C ∈ Rω
using the corresponding gray levels of the input image f .
Thus, the homogeneity of Rω can be defined by
Hom(Rω ) =

X X
1
·
(f (x) − µ)2 ,
NP
ω

(4)

C∈R x∈C

where NP is the number of pixels of all characters in Rω .
Based on the hypotheses described in Section III, the
considered features are:
• Contrast based feature
– Gray level homogeneity (Eq. 4).
• Font geometric based features
– Number of characters of Rω ;
– Height variance of characters in Rω (Eq. 1);
– Width variance of characters in Rω (Eq. 2);

– Linearity of characters in Rω (Eq. 3).
All these values together form a vector ν(Rω ) ∈ <5
2) Classifier Design: A decision tree classifier is built
using a training set S = {(pi , ci ) ∈ <5 × {1, 2} : i =
1, 2, . . . , n} of labeled feature vectors (labels 1 and 2 for text
and non-text regions, respectively), obtained by the application of the measures described in the previous subsection.
Similarly to [13], the C4.5 algorithm [22] (implemented in
WEKA1 software) was used for building the decision tree.
We have built a training set S for our decision tree
containing about 1093 feature vectors extracted from all the
258 images of the training set of ICDAR dataset [6] in which
about 466 feature vectors are from class 1 (text region),
while about 637 feature vectors are from class 2 (non-text
region). The training error obtained for the decision tree
classifier is about 8.6% using the traditional k-fold-crossvalidation (with k = 10) technique to evaluate the classifier
performance [23].

Just for a simple comparison, Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) show
the results of an application of Wu’s [9] and Alves’s [13]
methods to a scene image; while Fig. 7(c) shows the result
using our method.

(a)

IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In order to evaluate the proposed method, we have used
all the 251 images from trial test set of the ICDAR dataset.
Although there are many ways to evaluate the performance
of text region localization from images (such as the one
given by the ICDAR competition), we have chosen to
measure the performance of the proposed method in terms
of recall and precision rates as they have been used by the
other methods [9], [10], [11], [13].
The 251 test images contain 737 text regions (total text
regions) with at least 3 characters. Performed tests showed
that 627 text regions were correctly classified (true positives)
and only 94 were wrongly assigned as text regions (false
positives). In this case, the recall and precision rates are
85% and 86.9%, respectively. Table 1 shows the obtained
confusion matrix and Fig. 6 presents some images with text
regions marked with green rectangles after the application
of the decision tree classifier.

(b)

Table 1: Confusion matrix.

Classes
Text region
Non-text region

True positive
627(85%)
(87.3%)

False positive
94(12.7%)
110(15%)

Table 2 presents a comparison between the results obtained by our method to the ones obtained by methods
proposed in [9], [13] when applied to the same image
dataset.

(c)
Figure 7. Scene images containing text regions with different scales. Results from the application of (a) Wu’s method [9]; (b) Alves’s method [13]
and (c) our method.

Table 2: Comparison.

Methods
Our method
Alves’s method [13]
Wu’s method [9]

recall
85%
78.4%
74.6%

precision
86.9%
86.6%
65.3%

1 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/

V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this work we propose a method for localizing text
regions within scene images consisting of two major stages.
In the first stage, a set of potential text regions is extracted
from the input image using residual operators and it can be

Figure 6.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f )

Scene images. (a − f ) The classified text regions are marked by green rectangles.

briefly described by the following steps: (i) use ultimate attribute openings and closings to identify CCs corresponding
to potential characters; (ii) combine some of these CCs in
order to obtain a set of text region candidates; (iii) select
a subset of text region candidates in order to form a set of

potential text regions. In the second stage a set of features
is obtained from each potential text region and this feature
set will be later used as an input to a decision tree classifier
in order to label these regions as text or non-text regions.
In our experiments, the obtained results show a good per-

formance of text region classification with the overall recall
and precision rates equal to 85% and 86.9%, respectively. A
comparison to other methods (see Table 2) has been shown
that our method is superior and consequently it can be a
good alternative for text localization in scene images.
For future work, we plan to perform a comparative
analysis of our method with others using the metric proposed
in [24]. We also envisage to study a new method for segmenting characters within potential text regions using ideas
that combine x-projection technique and CCs segmentation.
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